
Coastal combines cutting-edge manufacturing with modern design acumen to create the industry’s finest bath and 

shower enclosures. Every aspect of your project is taken care of, from concept to design to implementation.

Our White Glove service ensures that every piece is handled with complete care. With bespoke solutions specifically 

designed for hospitality, your vision for a luxurious bath space comes to life effortlessly and beautifully.
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Designed to define, each of these enclosures is made to stand 

out as a bold bath centerpiece.

®
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GRIDSCAPE® 1

GRIDSCAPE® 4

GRIDSCAPE® 3

GRIDSCAPE® 2
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Find Your Style

Versatile as it is beautiful, the GRIDSCAPE® series is available inmultiple 

configurations, including a hinged door, a fixed panel, a sliding door and 

even, folding partitions for interior decorations.
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Full Divided-Light

Constructed with a single pane of glass, full divided-light doors offer a 

simple, beautiful functionality with design flexibility to achieve room-

defining style.

•  Easy to clean and maintain

•  Smaller mullions
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True Divided-Light 

With multiple panes of glass separated by mullions, the glass in true 

divided-light doors is individually customizable to facilitate creative, 

unique spaces.

•  Customize glass shapes, types and sizes

•  Mix and match colors and textures
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GRIDSCAPE® 1



True Divided-Light  
Shower Doors

Our original, groundbreaking design. Featuring horizontal and vertical 

mullions with the option of a true divided-light transom, the swing

configuration makes a statement that truly defines bath spaces.

•  Variety of handle types available

•  Customize any configuration

•  Mix and match glass styles and textures

•  Multi-functional shower door and panel solution  

•  Customizable handle options
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True Divided-Light  
Soft-Close Sliding Door

With all the style of a true divided-light design, this versatile, customizable 

unit creates striking spaces that leave a lasting impression.

•  18 in. or 24 in. vertical square handle

•  Soft-close mechanism pre-installed in header

•  Smooth, gentle open and close, every time 
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GRIDSCAPE® 2



Horizontal polished mullions create a bold statement that can be uniquely 

configured for designs that are as versatile as they are eye-catching.

•  Fixed inline panel with swing or sliding shower door 

•  Customizable handle options 

True Divided-Light Door 
With Inline Panel
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GRIDSCAPE® 2



True Divided-Light  
Shower Screen

Get a polished look with a true divided-light shower screen that features 

individual, customizable panes for stunning, singular style.

Create combinations that let patterned glass contrast with a chrome 

metal finish for an urban vibe that maintains a luxury feel.

•  True divided-light design

• Stationary, inoperable shower screen brings high-fashion style and décor
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Full Divided-Light Sliding 
Splash Screen

With edgy, modern industrial design and patterned glass, this sliding 

screen holds a single pane that shows the full divided-light feature.

•  Sliding door with exterior mullions

•  18 in. or 24 in. vertical square handle
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GRIDSCAPE® 2



Full Divided-Light Screen

With an unobstructed single fixed pane of glass, the full divided-light 

version boasts a larger pane of glass than the smaller panes of true 

divided-light doors.

Add a sleek modern element with a full divided-light shower screen that

features fully customizable panes.

•  1 in. exterior mullions, available in any number of rows

•  One glass sheet on the inside, metal on the outside

•  Treated to last in outdoor environments
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GRIDSCAPE® 2



Synthesis Edition

A harmonious combination of framed and unframed, the Synthesis brings 

functional style that unites bath aesthetics.

•  Self-closing, Venetian hinges swing inward and outward

•  18 in. or 24 in. vertical square handle

•  Customizable inline panel options
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GRIDSCAPE® 3



Mondrian Edition

Epitomizing bold style, the Mondrian features a segmented hinge that 

creates a beautiful, surprising element when opened.

•  True divided-light design 

•  Combination inline panel and swing 

•  18 in. or 24 in. vertical square handle

•  Special size orders available 
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GRIDSCAPE® 4



Paradigm Edition

Large geometric sections divide both the swing and panel of the 

Paradigm, creating beautiful offset mirror images of angular design.

•  True divided-light design

•  Combination inline panel and swing

•  18 in. vertical square handle

•  Special size orders available
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GRIDSCAPE® 4



Palisade Edition

With horizontal elements defining its lower half, the Palisade features square 

colored sections for a striking center accent in a bold overall design.

•  True divided-light design

•  Combination inline panel and swing

•  18 in. vertical square handle

•  Special size orders available
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Imagine the Possibilities

GRIDSCAPE® offers looks that can be intermixed with an endless number of tastes and styles, 

ranging from industrial modern to rustic shabby chic.

With styles to fit any décor, choose the glass and finish that complete your look.

GRIDSCAPE® may be fitted with any glass design. Our most popular options include clear, 

satin deco, smoke gray, patterned, corduroy and restoration.

+  Platinum+  Oil Rubbed
  Bronze

+  Chrome +Platinum*
*Paragon
 Framed only

+  Brite Gold +  Brushed
 Nickel
 

+  Platinum+  Oil Rubbed
  Bronze

+  Chrome +Platinum*
*Paragon
 Framed only

+  Brite Gold +  Brushed
 Nickel
 

Black Bronze Chrome
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Treated To Last

Every Coastal enclosure is made from anodized 

aluminum, ensuring that the shower door 

framework will not rust over time.

Coastal products can arrive pretreated with 

Coastal Clarity®, a proprietary sealant that 

prevents hard water spots and reduces time 

spent cleaning glass.
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FRAMELESS

With open minimalist styling, these enclosures let tile work and 

fixtures shine as focal points for a spacious, clean shower space.
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With sturdy 3/8 in. panels and a unique headerless design, the 

Value Line shower door achieves a beautifully open look and feel.

•  Custom configurations for secure fits

•  Through-glass handles for a smooth, finished look

•  Wall-mounted hinge shower

Value Line Frameless Swing
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Towel bars mounted through sturdy tempered glass panels add a 

touch of architectural elegance to the frameless design.

•  1/4 in. glass with radius-style curved towel bar

•  Self-draining bottom track with jamb-alignment guides

•  Dual durometer center guide for solid sliding operation

Paragon® 1/4 Frameless Bypass
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Finish Options:

Chrome Gold Black Bronze Brushed Nickel
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Heavy tempered panels glide smoothly inside an architecturally 

sculpted header for a clean, luxurious enclosure.

•  3/8 in. thick tempered heavy sliding glass

•  Stay-clean track and adjustable rollers

•  Through-glass handles and rounded euroheader

Paragon® 3/8 Frameless Bypass
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Finish Options:

Chrome Gold Black Bronze Brushed Nickel
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A sleek, frameless swing collection offering the ultimate solution for 

an all-glass, seamless door with a luxury look and feel.

•  Header-less design won’t obstruct tile work 

•   Customizable with ladder-pull or C-pull handle

•   Polycarbonate strike assembly and sweep prevent leaking

Illusion Series



Finish Options:

Chrome Brushed Nickel Black Bronze
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Less is more when it comes to making a statement with our Volté shower door. The minimalist 

design conveys power and presence. The top rail allows for both doors to slide open while 

anti-jumping rollers prevent the doors from sliding off.

•  5/16 in. (8 mm) or 3/8 in. (10 mm) tempered glass available 

•  Stainless steel, brushed steel, and oil rubbed bronze hardware finishes available 

•  Adjustable rollers for smooth sliding 

•  Multiple handle options available 

•  Optional stainless steel perimeter channels available for maximum water retention

Volté



SOFT-CLOSE HINGES

Clean, modern design meets soft-close technology for a sleek look and 

feel on any glass enclosure.

The patented hinge features rare-earth magnets and hydraulic shock 

absorbers for adjustable, long-lasting style.

•  Variable rates of closing speed, stopping positions

•  Each hinge holds up to 85 lbs for strength and subtlety

•  Guaranteed for up to 10,000 cycles
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SHOWER BASES

Introducing the new line of Coastal Shower Bases, designed to complement the 

look and feel of any shower and bath project. With the flexibility of an array of 

colors and two distinctive plate types, whatever the application, you’ll find a 

combination that suits your needs. 

Made with anti-slip and anti-bacterial material, you get more than just a beautiful 

look—you get a shower environment that’s hygienic and healthy, too. And just like 

every Coastal product, these bases are made to be customizable and easy to 

install, fitting into any decor, in any setting.
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Mantel Collection

The inclusion of a gentle bevel on the linear drain option ensures that 

water slopes in the direction of the shower head. The sleek lines accent

tile work, design elements and emphasize the modern, functional features.
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Core Collection

The square plate option combines with a flat base that can be adapted 

to any space. The style, quality and ease of installation make for a 

finishing touch that fits perfectly, every time.
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Find Your Style

Mix and match bases with plates to suit your project 

needs and achieve your desired aesthetic.
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Base & Drain Finishes

Pearl Diamond Sand Bisque

Antarctica Gravel

* Drain finishes only

Brownstone Flint
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Gold*

Chrome*
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Improvements For Today

With more applications for architects and 

easier steps for installers, the solid surface 

design increases options, reduces labor 

costs and simplifies the process of any 

potential repairs.

Benefits For Life

Factory-applied NANOBATH technology 

creates a healthier, more hygienic shower 

while simple, routine cleaning with non-

abrasive cleansers maintains the bases’ 

beauty for years to come.



 hospitality@coastalind.com

1.800.874.8601

3700 St. Johns Industrial Pkwy West

Jacksonville, FL 32246

With the mission to create the industry’s finest enclosures, 

Coastal champions modern design trends, blending 

functional style into statement pieces that define bath spaces.

CoastalShowerDoors.com

© Coastal Shower Doors 2017


